Abstract. The simulation preorder for labeled transition systems is de ned locally as a game that relates states with their immediate successor states. Liveness assumptions about transition systems are typically modeled using fairness constraints. Existing notions of simulation for fair transition systems, however, are not local, and as a result, many appealing properties of the simulation preorder are lost. We extend the local de nition of simulation to account for fairness: system S fairly simulates system I i in the simulation game, there is a strategy that matches with each fair computation of I a fair computation of S. Our de nition enjoys a fully abstract semantics and has a logical characterization: S fairly simulates I i every fair computation tree embedded in the unrolling of I can be embedded also in the unrolling of S or, equivalently, i every Fair-8AFMC formula satis ed by I is satis ed also by S (8AFMC is the universal fragment of the alternation-free -calculus). The locality of the denition leads us to a polynomial-time algorithm for checking fair simulation for nite-state systems with weak and strong fairness constraints. Finally, fair simulation implies fair trace-containment, and is therefore useful as an e cientlycomputable local criterion for proving linear-time abstraction hierarchies.
Introduction
In program veri cation, we check that an implementation satis es a speci cation. Both the implementation and the speci cation describe the possible behaviors of a program at di erent levels of abstraction. We distinguish between two approaches to satisfaction of a speci cation by an implementation. In trace-based satisfaction, we require that every linear property (i.e., every property of computation sequences) which holds for the speci cation holds also for the implementation.In tree-based satisfaction, we require that every branching property (i.e., every property of computation trees) which holds for the speci cation holds also for the implementation Pnu85].
If we represent the implementation I and the speci cation S using state-transition systems, then the formal relation that captures trace-based satisfaction is trace-containment: S trace-contains I i it is possible to generate by S every sequence of observations that can be generated by I. The notion of trace-containment is robust with respect to linear temporal logics such as LTL, in the sense that S trace-contains I i every LTL formula that holds for S holds also for I. Unfortunately, it is di cult to check tracecontainment (complete for PSPACE SM73]), and we are unlikely to nd an e cient algorithm.
The formal relation that captures tree-based satisfaction is tree-containment: S tree-contains I i it is possible to embed in the unrolling of S every tree of observations that can be embedded in the unrolling of I. The notion of tree-containment is equivalent to the notion of simulation, as de ned by Milner Mil71] : S tree-contains I i S simulates I; that is, we can relate each state of I to a state of S so that two related states i and s agree on their observations and every successor of i is related to some successor of s.
Simulation has several theoretically and practically appealing properties. First, like trace-containment, simulation is robust: for universal branching temporal logics (where only universal path quanti cation is allowed) such as 8CTL (the universal fragment of Computation Tree Logic), 8CTL ? , and 8AFMC (the universal fragment of the alternation free -calculus), S simulates I i every formula that holds for S holds also for I BBLS92, GL94] . Second, unlike trace-containment, the de nition of simulation is local, as the relation between two states is based only on their successor states. As a result, it can be checked in polynomial time (quadratic in both S and I) whether S simulates I CPS93, BP96] , and a witnessing relation for simulation can be computed using a symbolic xpoint procedure HHK95]. The locality advantage is so compelling as to make simulation useful also to researchers that favor trace-based speci cation: in automatic veri cation, simulation is widely used as an e ciently-computable su cient condition for trace-containment CPS93, Hoj96] ; in manual veri cation, trace-containment is most naturally proved by exhibiting local witnesses such as simulation relations or re nement mappings (a restricted form of simulation relations) Lam83, LT87, Lyn96] . 2 State-transition systems describe only the safe behaviors of programs. In order to model liveness assumptions, one typically augments state-transition systems with fairness constraints, which partition the in nite computations of a system into fair and unfair computations. The linear framework of trace-containment generalizes naturally to fair trace-containment: S fairly trace-contains I i it is possible to fairly generate by S every sequence of observations that can be fairly generated by I. Robustness with respect to LTL, and PSPACE-completeness extend to the fair case.
It is not so obvious how to generalize the branching framework of simulation to account for fairness. Indeed, several proposals can be found in the literature. The denition suggested by Grumberg and Long GL94] , and used among others by ASB + 94, KV96] , rests on the motivation that S fairly simulates I i every Fair-8CTL ? formula that holds for S holds also for I (the universal path quanti er of Fair-8CTL ? ranges over fair computations only). This de nition, however, is neither robust (Fair-8CTL induces a weaker preorder ASB + 94], and Fair-8AFMC, as we show here, induces a stronger one) nor can it be checked e ciently (it is complete for PSPACE KV96]).
Following Hoj96], we call the Grumberg-Long version of fair simulation 9-simulation, because it can be de ned as simulation where each fair computation of I is related to some fair computation of S. In manual veri cation, by Lynch and others LT87, Lyn96], usually a stronger notion of fair simulation is used, which we call 8-simulation (see also DHWT91]): for each fair computation of I, every related computation of S is required to be fair. 3 Again, this de nition is neither robust (no logical characterization is known) nor can it be checked e ciently (it is NP-complete Hoj96]). While both 9-simulation and 8-simulation are su cient conditions for fair trace-containment, they do not provide any computational advantage (indeed, algorithms for checking 9-simulation use subroutines for checking fair trace-containment).
We introduce a new de nition of fair simulation, and argue for its theoretical and practical merits and its advantages over existing de nitions. In order to de ne fair simulation without losing the locality that makes simulation useful, we go back to the basis of the branching-time approach and view simulation as a generalization of tree-containment to fair tree-containment: we de ne that S fairly simulates I i it is possible to fairly embed in the unrolling of S every tree of observations that can be fairly embedded in the unrolling of I, where a tree embedding is fair if all in nite paths are mapped onto fair computations. This de nition falls strictly between 9-simulation and 8-simulation.
Consider the implementation and speci cation appearing in Figure 1 . The structures representing them are augmented with B uchi fairness constraints. In order to be fair, an in nite computation of I must visit the set fi 3 ; i 4 g in nitely often, and an in nite computation of S must visit the set fs 3 ; s 0 4 g in nitely often. It is easy to see that S 9-simulates I. Indeed, the relation that maps each state in I to the set of states in S that agree with its observation is an 9-simulation. Nevertheless, the in nite tree generated by unwinding I cannot be fairly embedded in an unwinding of S. To see this, note that every occurrence of s 2 in any embedding must have both s 3 and s 4 as successors. Similarly, every occurrence of s 0 2 must have both s 0 3 and s 0 4 as successors. Consequently, any embedding must have an in nite unfair computation. Consider now the implementation and speci cation appearing in Figure 2 . Here, the in nite fair computations of I are those that visit i 6 in nitely often, and the in nite fair computations of S are those that visit s 6 in nitely often. Clearly, we can fairly embed in S the tree generated by unwinding I. Hence The de nition of fair simulation as fair tree-containment is equivalent to an alternative, local de nition that is based on games. It is well-known that S simulates I i in a game of the protagonist S against the adversary I, the protagonist can match every move of the adversary by moving to a state with the same observation. Then, S fairly simulates I i the protagonist has a strategy such that in the limit, after ! moves, if the adversary produces a fair computation of I, then the protagonist produces a fair computation of S. Consider again I and S of Figure 1 , with the adversary starting at i 1 and the protagonist starting at s 1 . We show that the adversary can produce a fair computation of I that the protagonist cannot match. The adversary rst moves to i 2 and then uses the following strategy: if the protagonist replies with a move to s 2 , then the adversary makes its next move to i 4 , forcing the protagonist to reply with a move to s 0 4 . If, on the other hand, the protagonist replies with a move to s 0 2 , the adversary makes its next move to i 3 , forcing the protagonist to reply with a move to s 3 . Keeping this strategy, the adversary produces a fair computation (all computations of I are fair), while the protagonist, irrespective of the strategy used, produces an unfair computation, which never visits s 3 or s 0 4 . Hence, S does not fairly simulate I. By contrast, recall, S 9-simulates I: while in 9-simulation the protagonist can make use of information about the future moves of the adversary in order to produce a fair computation, in fair simulation the strategy of the protagonist must depend on the past and current moves only. We argue that our de nition of fair simulation is a suitable extension of simulation to fairness, as it preserves many of the appealing properties of simulation:
{ Based on the locality in the game-theoretic de nition of fair simulation, for two structures I and S with weak (B uchi) or strong (Streett) fairness constraints, it can be checked in time polynomial in I and S whether S fairly simulates I. The algorithm, which employs tree automata, is presented in Section 3.
{ Since fair simulation captures fair tree-containment, it allows a logical characterization: S fairly simulates I i every Fair-8AFMC formula that holds in S holds also in I. This is shown in Section 4. { Fair simulation implies fair trace-containment, and thus provides an e cientlycomputable su cient condition for checking fair trace-containment. There is evidence that most practical speci cations fairly simulate their implementations. In particular, since fair simulation is implied by 8-simulation, the fair simulation condition can be used as an e cient check to verify distributed protocols that have been veri ed using 8-simulation Lam83, LS93, Lyn96] . { In the degenerate case of vacuous fairness constraints, fair simulation coincides with simulation. In the degenerate case of deterministic systems, fair simulation coincides with fair trace-containment. We note that in process algebra, several other preorders and equivalences on statetransition systems have been extended to account for fairness, including failure preorders BKO87] and testing preorders Hen87, BRV95, NC95]. From an algorithmic point of view, these preorders are closely related to (fair) trace-containment, and the problems of checking them are complete for PSPACE.
De nitions
A (Kripke) structure is a 5-tuple K = h ; W;ŵ; R; Li with the following components:
{ A nite alphabet of observations. Usually, we have a nite set P of propositions and = 2 P .
{ A nite set W of states. { An initial stateŵ 2 W. { A transition relation R W W. { A labeling function L: W ! that maps each state to an observation. The structure K is deterministic if whenever R(w; w 1 ) and R(w; w 2 ) for w 1 6 = w 2 , then L(w 1 ) 6 = L(w 2 ). For a state w 2 W, a w-run of K is a nite or in nite sequence w = w 0 w 1 w 2 of states w i 2 W such that w 0 = w and R(w i ; w i+1 ) for all i 0. We write inf(w) for the set of states that occur in nitely often in w. A run of K is aŵ-run, for the initial stateŵ. A trace of K is a nite or in nite sequence = 0 1 2 of observations i 2 such that there is a run w of K and i = L(w i ) for all i 0; in this case we say that the run w witnesses the trace .
A fairness constraint for K is a function that maps every run of K to the binary set ffair; unfairg. We consider three kinds of fairness constraints: { The vacuous constraint maps every run of K to fair. { A B uchi constraint F is speci ed by a set F B W of states. Then F(w) = fair i inf(w) \ F B 6 = ;. { A Streett constraint F is speci ed by a set F S 2 W 2 W of pairs of state sets.
Then F(w) = fair i for every pair hl; ri 2 F S , if inf(w)\l 6 = ; then inf(w)\r 6 = ;. A fair structure K = hK; Fi consists of a structure K and a fairness constraint F for K. The fair structure K is a B uchi structure if F is a B uchi constraint, and K is a Streett structure if F is a Streett constraint. In particular, every B uchi structure is also a Streett structure. For a state w 2 W, a fair w-run of K is either a nite w-run of K or an in nite w-run w of K such that F(w) = fair. A fair run of K is a fairŵ-run, for the initial stateŵ. A fair trace of K is a trace of K that is witnessed by a fair run of K.
In the following, we consider two structures K 1 = h ; W 1 ;ŵ 1 ; R 1 ; L 1 i and K 2 = h ; W 2 ;ŵ 2 ; R 2 ; L 2 i over the same alphabet, and two fair structures K 1 = hK 1 ; F 1 i and K 2 = hK 2 ; F 2 i.
Trace-containment and fair trace-containment
The structure K 1 trace-contains the structure K 2 if every trace of K 2 is also a trace of K 1 (or, equivalently, if every nite trace of K 2 is also a nite trace of K 1 ). The problem of checking if K 1 trace-contains K 2 is complete for PSPACE SM73].
The fair structure K 1 fairly trace-contains the fair structure K 2 if every fair trace of K 2 is also a fair trace of K 1 . For vacuous constraints F 1 and F 2 , fair trace-containment coincides with trace-containment. For B uchi or Streett constraints F 1 and F 2 , the problem of checking if K 1 fairly trace-contains K 2 is complete for PSPACE SVW87, Saf88].
Simulation
A binary relation S W 1 W 2 is a simulation of K 2 by K 1 if the following two conditions hold Mil71]:
1. If S(w 1 ; w 2 ), then L 1 (w 1 ) = L 2 (w 2 ). 2. If S(w 1 ; w 2 ) and R 2 (w 2 ; w 0 2 ), then there is a state w 0 1 2 W 1 such that R 1 (w 1 ; w 0 1 ) and S(w 0 1 ; w 0 2 ). The structure K 1 simulates the structure K 2 if there is a simulation S of K 2 by K 1 such that S(ŵ 1 ;ŵ 2 ). The problem of checking if K 1 simulates K 2 can be solved in time O((jW 1 j + jW 2 j) (jR 1 j + jR 2 j)) BP96, HHK95] . If K 1 simulates K 2 , then K 1 trace-contains K 2 . If K 1 and K 2 are both deterministic, then similarity coincides with trace-containment.
The following three alternative de nitions of similarity are equivalent to the de nition above.
The game-theoretic view. Consider a two-player game whose positions are pairs hw 1 ; w 2 i 2 W 1 W 2 of states. The initial position is hŵ 1 ;ŵ 2 i. The game is played between an adversary and a protagonist and it proceeds in a sequence of rounds. In each round, if hw 1 ; w 2 i is the current position, rst the adversary updates the second component w 2 to any R 2 -successor w 0 2 , and then the protagonist updates the rst component w 1 to some R 1 -successor w 0 1 such that L 1 (w 0 1 ) = L 2 (w 0 2 ). If no such w 0 1 exists, then the protagonist loses. If the game proceeds ad in nitum, for ! rounds, then the adversary loses. It is easy to see that K 1 simulates K 2 i the protagonist has a winning strategy.
The tree-containment view. A ( nite or in nite) tree is a set t N such that if xn 2 t, for x 2 N and n 2 N, then x 2 t and xm 2 t for all 0 m < n. The elements of t represent nodes: the empty word is the root of t, and for each node x, the nodes of the form xn, for n 2 N, are the children of x. The number of children of the node x is denoted by deg(x). A path of t is a nite or in nite set t of nodes that satis es the following three conditions: (1) 2 , (2) for each node x 2 , there exists at most one n 2 N with xn 2 , and (3) if xn 2 , then x 2 . Given a set A, an A-labeled tree is a pair ht; i, where t is a tree and : t ! A is a labeling function that maps each node of t to an element in A. Then, every path = f ; n 0 ; n 0 n 1 ; n 0 n 1 n 2 ; : : :g of t generates a sequence ( ) = ( ) (n 0 ) (n 0 n 1 ) of elements in A.
Consider a structure K = h ; W;ŵ; R; Li. A W-labeled tree ht; i is a run-tree of K if 2 t, ( ) =ŵ, and for all nodes x 2 t, if xn 2 t then R( (x); (xn)). A -labeled tree ht 0 ; 0 i is a trace-tree of K if there is a run-tree ht; i of K such that t 0 = t and 0 = L (that is, for every node x 2 t, we have 0 (x) = L( (x))); in this case we say that the run-tree ht; i witnesses the trace-tree ht 0 ; 0 i. It is easy to see that K 1 simulates K 2 i every trace-tree of K 2 is also a trace-tree of K 1 (or, equivalently, i every nite trace-tree of K 2 is also a nite trace-tree of K 1 ).
The temporal-logic view. The three branching-time logics 8CTL, 8CTL ? , and 8AFMC are the fragments of CTL, CTL , and the alternation-free -calculus that do not contain existential path quanti ers BBLS92, GL94]. It is well-known that K 1 simulates K 2 i for every formula of 8CTL (or 8CTL ? or 8AFMC), if K 1 satis es , then K 2 satis es . It follows that similarity is the coarsest abstraction that preserves any of these three logics.
Previous de nitions of fair simulation
In the literature, we nd several extensions of similarity that account for fairness constraints. In particular, the following two extensions have been studied and used extensively. GL94] . A binary relation S W 1 W 2 is an 9-simulation of K 2 by K 1 if the following two conditions hold:
9-simulation
1. If S(w 1 ; w 2 ), then L 1 (w 1 ) = L 2 (w 2 ).
2. If S(w 1 ; w 2 ), then for every fair w 1 -run w = u 0 u 1 u 2 of K 2 , there is a fair w 2 -run w 0 = u 0 0 u 0 1 u 0 2 of K 1 such that w 0 S-matches w; that is, jw 0 j = jwj and S(u 0 i ; u i ) for all 0 i jwj. Clearly, every 9-simulation of K 2 by K 1 is a simulation of K 2 by K 1 . The fair structure K 1 9-simulates the fair structure K 2 if there is an 9-simulation S of K 2 by K 1 such that S(ŵ 1 ;ŵ 2 ).
For vacuous constraints F 1 and F 2 , 9-similarity coincides with similarity. For B uchi or Streett constraints F 1 and F 2 , the problem of checking if K 1 9-simulates K 2 is complete for PSPACE KV96]. 9-similarity is the coarsest abstraction that preserves Fair-8CTL ? , where the universal path quanti ers range over the fair runs only: K 1 9-simulates K 2 i for every formula of Fair-8CTL ? , if K 1 satis es , then K 2 satis es GL94]. By contrast, 9-similarity is not the coarsest abstraction that preserves Fair-8CTL: there are two B uchi structures K 1 and K 2 that satisfy the same formulas of 8CTL, but K 1 does not 9-simulate K 2 ASB + 94]. Moreover, 9-similarity does not preserve Fair-8AFMC: as we show in Section 4, there are two B uchi structures K 1 and K 2 , and a Fair-8AFMC formula , such that K 1 9-simulates K 2 , and K 1 satis es , but K 2 does not satisfy . 8-simulation LT87, DHWT91] . A binary relation S W 1 W 2 is a 8-simulation of K 2 by K 1 if the following two conditions hold:
1. S is a simulation of K 2 by K 1 .
2. If S(w 1 ; w 2 ), then for every fair w 1 -run w of K 2 and every w 2 -run w 0 of K 1 , if w 0 S-matches w, then w 0 is a fair w 2 -run of K 1 . Clearly, every 8-simulation of K 2 by K 1 is an 9-simulation of K 2 by K 1 . The fair structure K 1 8-simulates the fair structure K 2 if there is a 8-simulation S of K 2 by K 1 such that S(ŵ 1 ;ŵ 2 ).
For vacuous constraints F 1 and F 2 , 8-similarity coincides with similarity. For B uchi or Streett constraints F 1 and F 2 , the problem of checking whether K 1 8-simulates K 2 is NP-complete Hoj96]. 8-simulation is widely used for proving abstraction hierarchies of distributed protocols Lyn96]. In practice, Condition 2. is often replaced by a stronger condition that relates the two fairness constraints: for example, if F 1 and F 2 are both B uchi constraints, then a su cient condition for 2. is that if S(w 1 ; w 2 ) and w 2 2 F 2 , then w 1 2 F 1 . Particularly popular is a functional version of simulation: the simulation S is a re nement mapping if whenever S(w 1 ; w 2 ) and S(w 0 1 ; w 2 ), then w 1 = w 0 1 AL91].
If S is a re nement mapping, then S is a 8-simulation i S is an 9-simulation.
Our de nition of fair simulation
Recall the simulation game of the protagonist K 1 against the adversary 2. If S(w 1 ; w 2 ), then there exists a strategy such that for every fair w 2 -run w of K 2 , the outcome w] is a fair w 1 -run of K 1 and w] S-matches w. Clearly, every fair simulation of K 2 by K 1 is an 9-simulation of K 2 by K 1 , and every 8-simulation of K 2 by K 1 is a fair simulation of K 2 by K 1 . The fair structure K 1 fairly simulates the fair structure K 2 if there is a fair simulation S of K 2 by K 1 such that S(ŵ 1 ;ŵ 2 ).
In Section 3, we suggest an algorithm for checking whether two fair structures are fairly similar. The algorithm reduces the fair-similarity problem to the nonemptiness problem of tree automata. Known results about tree automata Rab70, PR89] then imply that in Condition 2. above, if a required strategy exists, then there exists a nite-state strategy; that is, a strategy produced by a nite-state machine. Moreover, for B uchi structures, there exists a memoryless strategy; that is, a strategy that decides its next move based only on the current position and the current move of the adversary. On the other hand, for Streett structures, there may not exist a memoryless strategy. To see this, consider the two Streett structures shown below: the in nite fair runs of I are those that visit i 2 in nitely often, and the in nite fair runs of S are those that visit both s 2 and s 0 2 in nitely often (i.e., S has the Streett constraint fhfs 1 g; fs 2 gi; hfs 1 g; fs 0 2 gig). In order to satisfy Condition 2., the protagonist must visit both s 2 and s 0 2 in nitely often. Hence, it cannot follow a memoryless strategy.
As we demonstrated in Section 1, fair similarity falls strictly between 9-similarity and 8-similarity. Hence It is also worth noting that for vacuous fairness constraints, fair similarity, 9-similarity, and 8-similarity all coincide with similarity, and for deterministic structures, fair similarity, 9-similarity, and 8-similarity all coincide with fair trace-containment.
As with similarity, there are three alternative de nitions of fair similarity that are equivalent to the de nition above.
The game-theoretic view. If the simulation game is played for ! rounds, then the protagonist wins. In that case, the adversary produces an in nite run of K 2 and the protagonist produces an in nite run of K 1 . In a fair game, the winning condition is modi ed as follows: if the game is played for ! rounds, then the protagonist wins i either the adversary does not produce a fair run of K 2 , or the protagonist produces a fair run of K 1 . It is easy to see that K 1 fairly simulates K 2 i the protagonist has a winning strategy in the fair game.
The tree-containment view. Given a fair structure K = hK; Fi, a fair run-tree of K is a run-tree ht; i of K such that every path of t generates a fair run of K. A fair tracetree of K is a trace-tree of K that is witnessed by a fair run-tree of K. The following proposition gives a fully abstract tree semantics to fair simulation. Proposition3. A fair structure K 1 fairly simulates a fair structure K 2 i every fair trace-tree of K 2 is also a fair trace-tree of K 1 .
The temporal-logic view. In Section 4, we show that K 1 fairly simulates K 2 i for every formula of Fair-8AFMC, if K 1 satis es , then K 2 satis es . It follows that fair similarity is the coarsest abstraction that preserves the fair universal alternation-free -calculus.
Given two fair structures K 1 = hK 1 ; F 1 i and K 2 = hK 2 ; F 2 i, we present an automatabased algorithm that checks, in time polynomial in K 1 and K 2 , whether K 1 fairly simulates K 2 .
We begin with considering a weak version of fair simulations S, where the Smatching requirement is restricted to fair runs that start at the initial states of K 2 and K 1 . Formally, a binary relation S W 1 W 2 is an init-fair simulation of K 2 by K 1 if the following three conditions hold:
1. S(ŵ 1 ;ŵ 2 ). 2. If S(w 1 ; w 2 ), then L 1 (w 1 ) = L 2 (w 2 ).
3. There exists a strategy such that for every fair run w of K 2 , the outcome w] is a fair run of K 1 and w] S-matches w.
Clearly, every fair simulationis an init-fair simulation.While the converse does not hold, the existence of an init-fair simulation between two fair structures implies the existence of a fair simulation. The fair structure K 1 init-fairly simulates the fair structure K 2 if there is an init-fair simulation S of K 2 by K 1 . Proposition4. A fair structure K 1 init-fairly simulates a fair structure K 2 i K 1 fairly simulates K 2 . Consequently, in order to check whether K 1 fairly simulates K 2 , it su ces to check whether K 1 init-fairly simulates K 2 . Init-fair simulations enjoy the following monotonicity property.
Proposition5. For all fair structures K 1 = hK 1 ; F 1 i and K 2 = hK 2 ; F 2 i, if S is an init-fair simulation of K 2 by K 1 , and S 0 S is a simulation of K 2 by K 1 , then S 0 is also an init-fair simulation of K 2 by K 1 . Consequently, in order to check whether K 1 init-fairly simulates K 2 , we can rst construct the (unique) maximal simulationŜ of K 2 by K 1 , and then check ifŜ is init-fair.
The construction ofŜ requires time O((jW 1 j + jW 2 j) (jR 1 j + jR 2 j)) BP96, HHK95].
Hence we are left to nd an algorithm that e ciently checks, given a relation S W 1 W 2 , if S is an init-fair simulation from K 2 to K 1 . For this purpose, consider the product structure K S = h S ; W;ŵ; R; Li, with the following components:
{ S = W 1 W 2 . Thus, each state of K is labeled by a state of K 1 or K 2 . { W = (S fag) (W 1 W 2 fpg). Thus, there are two types of states: adversarystates, in which the W 1 -component is related by S to the W 2 -component, and protagonist-states, which are not restricted. We regard the states of K S as positions in a game, with the adversary moving in adversary-states and the protagonist moving in protagonist-states. {ŵ = hŵ 1 ;ŵ 2 ; ai. This is the initial game position. { R = fhhw 1 ; w 2 ; ai; hw 1 ; w 0 2 ; pii j R 2 (w 2 ; w 0 2 )g fhhw 1 ; w 2 ; pi; hw 0 1 ; w 2 ; aii j R 1 (w 1 ; w 0 1 )g. Thus, the adversary and the protagonist alternate moves. The adversary moves along transitions that correspond to transitions of K 2 and the protagonist moves along transitions that correspond to transitions of K 1 . Since adversary-states consist only of pairs in S, the protagonist must reply to each move of the adversary to a state hw 1 ; w 0 2 ; pi with a move to a state hw 0 { We label an adversary-state by its W 2 -component and we label a protagonist-state by its W 1 -component; that is, L(hw 1 ; w 2 ; ai) = fw 2 g and L(hw 1 ; w 2 ; pi) = fw 1 g.
The game on K S is won by the protagonist if (1) whenever the game position is a protagonist-state, the protagonist can proceed with a move, and (2) whenever the game produces an in nite run of K S , either the run does not satisfy F 2 or it satis es both F 1 and F 2 (where a run w of K S is considered to satisfy a fairness constraint F i F(L(w)) = fair). Then, the protagonist has a winning strategy in this game i S is an init-fair simulation from K 2 to K 1 .
The problem of checking the existence of a winning strategy (and the synthesis of such a strategy Rab70, PR89]) can be reduced to the nonemptiness problem for tree automata. We construct two automata: 1. A S , which accepts all in nite (W 1 W 2 )-labeled trees that can be obtained by unrolling K S and pruning from it subtrees that have as a root an adversary-state so that each protagonist state has exactly one successor. The intuition is that each such tree corresponds to a strategy of the protagonist. The automaton A S has jW 1 j jW 2 j states, and it has a vacuous acceptance condition. 
A Logical Characterization of Fair Simulation
We show that fair simulation characterizes the distinguishing power of the fair universal fragment of the alternation free -calculus (Fair-8AFMC); that is, for every two fair structures K 1 and K 2 , every Fair-8AFMC that is satis ed in K 1 is satis ed also in K 2 i K 1 simulates K 2 . For technical convenience, we consider 9AFMC, the dual, existential fragment of the alternation-free -calculus.
Syntax and semantics of Fair-9AFMC
The syntax of 9AFMC is de ned with respect to a set P of propositions and a set V of variables. Each Fair-9AFMC formula speci es a set of \obligations" |formulas in cl( )| that need to be satis ed. The witness to the satisfaction of a formula is a tree called a sat-tree. Formally, given a fair structure K = hK; Fi with K = h ; W; w; R; Li, and a Fair-9AFMC formula , a sat-tree ht; i of K for is a (W cl( ))-labeled tree ht; i that satis es the following conditions: { ( ) = hŵ; i. Thus, the root of the tree, which corresponds to the initial obligation, is labeled by the initial state of K and itself. Intuitively, a state of I belongs to the set de ned by the variable z i it is labeled a and it has a successor labeled b that has two successors, labeled c and d, both having a successor in z. The fact that z is calculated as a greatest xed-point means that the set of states in z is the largest set that satis es the above property. In addition, as ' is a Fair-9AFMC formula, it is required that all runs of I that are embedded in z are fair. A sat-tree of I for ' is presented in Figure 3 (in the gure, we use the following abbreviations for formulas in cl('): ' 4 = d^9 '; ' 3 = c^9 '; ' 2 = b^9 ' 3^9 ' 4 ; and ' 1 = a^9 ' 2 ). Consider a sat-tree ht; i of K for . If ht; i contains no node labeled hw; falsei, then it provides a witness to the satisfaction of all local obligations induced by . In addition, we have to make sure that least xed-point obligations are not propagated forever, and that existential obligations are satis ed along fair runs of K. Formally, the sat-tree ht; i of K for is convincing if the following three conditions hold: 1. The sat-tree ht; i contains no node labeled hw; falsei. Thus, all local obligations induced by are satis ed.
2. For all in nite paths of ht; i, the projection of ( ) on the cl( )-component contains only nitely many formulas of the form y:f(y). Thus, no least xedpoint obligations are propagated forever.
3. For all in nite paths of ht; i, the projection of ( ) on the W-component satis es the fairness constraint F of K. Thus, all existential obligations are satis ed along fair runs.
Then, the fair structure K satis es the Fair-9AFMC formula , written K j = , if there exists a convincing sat-tree of K for . For example, the sat-tree from Figure 3 is convincing. This is because it contains no nodes labeled hw; falsei, and because its two cycles are permissible. Hence, I j = '.
Our de nition of Fair-9AFMC is very similar to the automata-theoretic characterization of the alternation-free -calculus. Indeed, a convincing sat-tree of K for can be viewed as a run of an alternating tree automaton for on K BVW94]. We also note that for the Fair-9AFMC formulas that correspond to the existential fragment of Fair-CTL, our de nition coincides with the usual semantics for Fair-CTL CES86].
Fair simulation and Fair-9AFMC
Before we show that fair simulation and Fair-9AFMC induce the same relation on fair structures, we demonstrate that this is not the case for 9-simulation. Consider again the fair structures from Figure 1 . We saw that the Fair-9AFMC formula ' is satis ed in I. On the other hand, it is easy to check that although S 9-simulates I, the formula ' is not satis ed in S. Theorem 7. For all fair structures K 1 and K 2 , the following are equivalent:
(1) K 1 fairly simulates K 2 .
(2) For every formula of 9AFMC, if K 2 j = then K 1 j = .
Proof. Assume rst that K 1 fairly simulates K 2 and K 2 j = . Then, there exists a convincing sat-tree ht; i of K 2 for . Let ht; 0 i be the fair trace-tree of K 2 induced by ht; i. By Proposition 3, this trace-tree is also a fair trace-tree of K 1 . Thus, there exists a fair run-tree of K 1 that witnesses ht; 0 i and which can be used to construct a convincing sat-tree of K 1 for . It follows that K 1 j = .
Assume now that K 1 does not fairly simulate K 2 . Let A 1 and A 2 be tree automata that accept all fair trace-trees of K 1 and K 2 , respectively. By Proposition 3, the language of A 1 does not contain the language of A 2 . Hence, by Rab70], there is a regular tree (i.e., a tree with only nitely many distinct subtrees) that is accepted by A 2 and not accepted by A 1 . This tree can be encoded by a Fair-9AFMC formula such that K 2 j = and K 1 6 j = .
